Case Study: Czech Railways

Masterpass™ gets Czech Railways rolling with
streamlined mobile payment solution

8%

OF CZECH RAILWAYS PURCHASES
ARE MADE USING MASTERPASS.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•	Czech Railways is the largest rail operator in the
Czech Republic, with roughly 2,500 stations and
stops, operating 90% of the country’s trains and
dispatching more than 7,000 trains daily.1
•	Private-sector competitors in the transit space
were introducing more modernized mobile
ticketing and payment processes, while Czech
Railways lagged behind in offering customers a
simple digital payment option.

BACKGROUND
Czech Railways is the largest national rail operator
in the Czech Republic, with a tradition of more
than 175 years. It provides passenger transport
on a 5,903-mile rail network, dispatching more
than 7,000 passenger trains of various categories
daily. The Czech Republic’s rail network, with its
2,500 stations and stops, is one of the densest in
Europe, and residents of the Czech Republic take on
average 17 train journeys per capita per year, which
is one of the highest numbers in Europe.3

•	Czech Railways added MasterpassTM to its native
booking application in January 2015, enabling
customers to register once and pay quickly via
their Masterpass wallet.
•	The introduction of Masterpass as a payment
option in the Czech Railways mobile app and
its ease of use have made it the preferred
payment method for thousands of Czech Railway
customers, accounting for approximately 8% of
all transactions today.2
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CHALLENGE
Czech Railways released a ticket-booking option
in its updated My Train mobile app in September
2014 that enabled customers to search for trips
and book them via the app. The payment service
provider (PSP) for online and in-app booking
required customers to enter their card details
for every purchase—a tedious process made
even more cumbersome by the small phone
screen. The complicated and laborious checkout
flow generated friction with the customer base.
Furthermore, Czech Railways found itself
faced with an increasingly more competitive
transit space, with private-sector operators
introducing up-to-date mobile booking and
payment processes that changed travelers’
expectations. To meet these expectations and
maintain its superiority in the transit space, the
railway realized that it needed to streamline
and modernize the payment process within its
booking app.

SOLUTION
In January 2015, Czech Railways introduced the
Masterpass payment option in their booking
app, enabling any Masterpass-registered
consumer worldwide to use Masterpass to easily
pay for tickets via the railway’s app.
USER EXPERIENCE
Masterpass delivers a more intuitive, faster, and
easier payment experience:
1.	The customer selects their desired trip,
proceeds to checkout, and selects the
Masterpass payment option.
Two payment options are presented: The first is
Masterpass. The second option is card payment,
which sends customers to a payment gateway
where they will be required to manually enter
all card details every time they check out.
Masterpass is the only digital payment solution
supported by Czech Railways.
2.	The customer chooses the InCard Masterpass
wallet for purchasing or is invited to select
a different wallet based on their past
purchasing behavior.
The InCard Masterpass wallet is offered by
default for users within the Czech Republic.
However, if a user is transacting cross-border,
their home country wallets will appear for
quick selection.

3.	The customer logs in to their wallet via
biometric authentication (or traditional
password).
Customers are moved seamlessly to
their Masterpass wallet, where they are
asked to log in to their account. This can
be accomplished by Touch ID or a unique
password, depending on the device and
wallet provider.
4.	The customer confirms the payment details.
The screen displays the name of the
merchant, the transaction amount, and the
default payment card for the purchase, and
identifies the purchase as a Masterpass
transaction.
5. The user is returned to the merchant app and
a digital ticket is delivered to the customer’s
device.
The purchase is completed, and a QR-coded
digital ticket that can be scanned by train
attendants is delivered to and stored in the
booking app on the customer’s device.
MARKETING
To promote the Masterpass option, in the first
six weeks after its introduction, customers were
offered an incentive to choose Masterpass:
an immediate, automatically applied 10%
discount off their ticket price. The campaign
coincided with promotions with two other major
merchants in different verticals, the electronic
retailer Alza.cz and the food delivery service
DámeJídlo.cz, which also offered immediate
discounts or rewards with a mobile or online
Masterpass purchase.

Thanks to
Masterpass,
Czech Railways
has modernized
the payment
experience in
our booking app,
helping Czech
Railways to
remain relevant
with digital
consumers and
driving new users
and customer
satisfaction.
— Zuzana Cechova,
deputy director
of passenger
transport and
trade, Czech
Railways
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RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Implementing Masterpass within the Czech
Railways My Train app allowed the railway to
provide the consumer experience it was looking
for to compete with market entrants. Its ease
of use has made Masterpass the preferred
payment choice for thousands of on-the-go
Czech Railway customers each month. In
fact, since the introduction of the Czech
Railways solution in early 2015, the number of
Masterpass users in the country has risen by
400%, with most of those new users entering
the Masterpass digital payment universe via
Czech Railways.4 What’s more, Masterpass has
accounted for roughly 8% of all Czech Railway
transactions since the launch.

The Czech Railways implementation underscores
the value of the transit space for introducing
consumers to the Masterpass experience. The
daily use of apps for purchasing fares on public
transportation and to pay for parking and other
functions promotes familiarity and habitual use,
opening the door to use in other verticals and
helping to drive Masterpass use everywhere.

“Thanks to Masterpass, Czech Railways has
modernized the payment experience in our
booking app, helping Czech Railways to remain
relevant with digital consumers and driving
new users and customer satisfaction,” says
Zuzana Cechova, deputy director of passenger
transport and trade, Czech Railways.
The 10% discount with Czech Railways helped
drive the uptick in new registrations and has
confirmed the value of such real-time offers
compared to other offer types (e.g., free
giveaways or delayed discounts). “Customers
are most interested in direct discounts,”
says Richard Walitza, vice president, Mobile
Payments and Innovations, Mastercard.

Building on the current momentum, Czech
Railways and Mastercard plan to introduce
additional promotions in collaboration with
major merchants that have implemented
Masterpass. The promotions will push messages
to consumers’ Masterpass-powered InCard
app, offering exclusive discounts on Masterpass
transactions.
Roughly 80% of the country’s e-commerce
merchants currently offer Masterpass as a
payment option through their relationship
with Global Payments, the PCI-compliant PSP
used in the Czech Railways deployment. The
Mastercard partnership and pre-integration
with Global Payments, which serves four of
the country’s five major acquirers, provides
merchants across a wide spectrum of shopping
verticals, including everyday spend categories,
an easy path to offering Masterpass to
their consumers. This arrangement relieves
merchants of much of the effort of technical
implementation and PCI compliance.

Our learning in
the Czech market
is that what
works is transit,
with its daily
or almost daily
usage, in driving
registration and
usage.
— Richard Walitza,
vice president,
Mobile Payments
and Innovations,
Mastercard

Mastercard is currently partnering with several
large merchants to develop mobile-based
Masterpass solutions for in-store self-checkout,
as well as solutions for other verticals, such
as restaurants, arenas, gas stations, and car
washes. “We are trying to change the behavior
of the consumer and to make Masterpass
available everywhere,” says Walitza. “We are
trying to win the daily transactions.”
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